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The proposal that wormholes in spacetime cause the cosmological constant A to vanish is 
reviewed, and its implications are studied. Wormholes also drive Newton's  constant G to the 
lowest possible value. The requirement that G is at its min imum determines, in principle, all other 
constants  of Nature. In practice, the values of fundamental  constants other than A cannot be 
predicted without a detailed knowledge of Planck-scale physics. 

1. Introduction 

A wormhole in spacetime is a gravitational quantum fluctuation that links two 
distantly separated spacetime points [1-3]. Although it is not yet clearly understood 
whether such fluctuations must be included in a sensible quantum theory of gravity, 
it is at least a plausible hypothesis that wormhole fluctuations occur, and it is 
interesting to contemplate the consequences of this hypothesis. 

The euclidean path integral approach to quantum gravity [4-6] provides a 
formalism in which wormhole effects can be systematically discussed; among the 
four-dimensional geometries that contribute to the path integral are wormhole 
configurations in which two points on a smooth background spacetime are con- 
nected by a narrow tube, as in fig. 1. But even if the euclidean path integral as 
currently formulated does not provide an adequate description of quantum gravity, 
it is certainly possible that wormholes exist and have remarkable effects. 

It is natural to wonder whether wormholes can induce an apparent failure of 
locality in the physics on the background spacetime, or, as Hawking [7] has 
advocated, an apparent loss of quantum coherence. Coleman, however, has argued 
persuasively that the physical effects of wormholes are quite different than we might 
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Fig. 1. A wormhole connects points 1 and 2 that are distantly separated on the background spacetime. 

naively expect [8, 9]. He concludes that, because of wormhole effects, the fundamen- 
tal constants of Nature are afflicted by an intrinsic quantum indeterminacy; we 
must regard our universe as having been chosen at random from an ensemble of 
possible universes, each with different values of the fundamental constants. Quan- 
tum gravity, then, may threaten our ability, even in principle, to make precise 
predictions about how Nature behaves. 

Having created this predicament, Coleman also, in a subsequent paper [10], 
suggested a means of escaping it*. He argued that the probability distribution of 
possible universes is in fact a very sharply peaked function, so that it is overwhelm- 
ingly likely that a randomly selected universe will have values of the constants of 
Nature  that are precisely determined. If correct, this claim restores in principle our 
hopes of predicting how Nature behaves. In practice, predictive power is reclaimed 
only if we can compute the values of the fundamental constant at which the sharp 
peak occurs. Coleman has computed one such constant; he predicts that the 
cosmological constant A is exactly zero. This prediction is in accord with observa- 
tion. 

In this paper, I will examine whether Coleman's reasoning can be applied to 
determine other constants of Nature, aside from the cosmological constant**. I will 
also address some challenges to the consistency of Coleman's arguments that one 
might raise. For example, Coleman assumed that wormholes have a characteristic 
"thickness" that is not much greater than the Planck length. One may wonder 
whether wormholes of arbitrarily large thickness can in fact contribute significantly 
to low-energy processes. Large wormholes, if their effects are unsuppressed, would 
be hard to reconcile with the well-tested successes of local field theory in describing 
low-energy physics [20,16,18]. One may also worry that assumptions similar to 
those that lead to the successful prediction A = 0 will lead to unsuccessful predic- 
tions concerning the values of other fundamental constants [15, 16]. Any such wrong 
prediction would cast doubt upon the foundation that underlies Coleman's solution 
to the cosmological constant problem. 

The main conclusions of this paper are as follows: First of all, I argue that all of 
the constants of Nature do indeed have precisely determined values. That is, for 
each constant there is a "standard" value that is in principle calculable, and in a 

* Related ideas appeared in ref. [11]. 
*'~ This issue and other related issues have also been addressed in refs. [12 19]. 
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randomly selected universe the probability is one that each constant assumes its 
standard value. Thus, the quantum indeterminacy that afflicts the fundamental 
constants turns out to be very mild. The standard value of the cosmological constant 
A can be calculated; it is zero, as Coleman claimed. This result holds quite 
generally, and is not sensitive to the detailed properties of short-distance physics. 
But I argue that the standard values of all other fundamental constants are quite 
sensitive to the details of physics at the Planck scale; hence, no constants other than 
the cosmological constant can be explicitly calculated. This conclusion is rather 
disappointing, if not entirely surprising. To put it in a positive light, one might be 
encouraged that, because of our inability to extract other precise predictions, 
Coleman's beautiful explanation for A = 0 has not been found to be inconsistent 
with anything that we know about Nature. Indeed, I will also propose a mechanism 
that can account naturally for the suppression of large wormholes. 

Most of the analysis reported in this paper is premised on the claim that all of the 
constants of Nature other than the cosmological constant can be determined by 
requiring that Newton's gravitational constant G must assume the smallest possible 
value*. The potential quantum indeterminacy of fundamental physics is evaded, 
because a randomly selected universe is overwhelmingly likely to have G at its 
minimum. This criterion is sufficient to determine all of the fundamental constants 
because all contribute to G through renormalization effects. The analysis consists of 
two main parts. In the first part, I study the effects of wormhole interactions, which 
were neglected in Coleman's original analysis. These interactions are essential in 
ensuring that G actually has a nonzero minimum. They are also the key to 
understanding why the effects of large wormholes are suppressed. In the second 
part, the renormalization group method is applied to study the dependence of G on 
the other fundamental constants. It is because the renormalization of G is domi- 
nated by "nonuniversal" short-distance effects that we are unable in the end to 
make precise predictions about the values of the other constants. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In sect. 2, the connection is 
derived between wormholes in spacetime and the potential quantum indeterminacy 
of the constants of Nature. As Coleman showed, one can "integrate out" the 
wormhole fluctuations and obtain an effective field theory with an explicit short-dis- 
tance cutoff in which wormhole fluctuations no longer occur; the cutoff is the 
characteristic wormhole "thickness." The effects of the wormholes can then be 
incorporated into renormalization of the parameters of the effective theory. But 
there is another, more surprising, remnant of the wormhole fluctuations in low-energy 
physics. The effective field theory is actually a superposition of many "superselec- 
t ion" sectors that do not communicate with each other through any local physics. 

* This criterion was previously suggested by Grinstein and Wise [15]. A different criterion was 
envisioned in refs. [16,18]; this accounts for some of the differing conclusions of refs. [16,18] and the 
present paper. 
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These sectors are labeled by a set of parameters, denoted by a, that are presumably 
infinite in number. In each sector, the "bare"  couplings that specify the effective 
field theory at the wormhole scale are functions of a; this is the origin of the 
quantum indeterminacy of the fundamental constants. 

The derivation presented here of this a-dependence of the effective theory 
emphasizes the generality of the result. In particular, the argument does not rely at 
all on the semiclassical approximation invoked by Coleman. We will also see that 
the interpretation of a as the label of a coherent superposition of "baby  universe" 
states, which played a central role in Coleman's discussion, is really peripheral to 
the argument, and may not even make sense beyond the semiclassical approxima- 
tion. 

In sect. 3, Coleman's explanation for the vanishing of the cosmological constant is 
reviewed. The superposition of a-dependent effective theories is shown to be 
described by a probability distribution that is very sharply peaked at A = 0. This 
argument requires some additional assumptions beyond those needed in sect. 2. In 
particular, the argument seems to rely quite heavily on the validity of the euclidean 
path integral approach to quantum gravity*. 

In sect. 4, I argue that the probability distribution of the "a-universes" strongly 
favors not only that A vanish, but also that Newton's constant G assume the 
smallest possible (a-dependent) value**. Again, this argument seems to make 
essential use of the euclidean path integral formalism. I claim that the requirement 
that G(a) is at its minimum suffices to determine all of the a's, and hence to 
determine all of the constants of Nature. The rest of the paper further explores the 
implications of this claim. 

If we hope to actually determine the a 's  by minimizing G, we must compute the 
function G(a) .  We can imagine carrying out such a calculation in two stages. In the 
first stage, we integrate out the wormhole fluctuations to obtain an effective theory 
with a-dependent bare couplings; this effective theory is cut off at the wormhole 
mass scale M w. In the second stage, we allow the cutoff to "float" down from M w 
into the far infrared; we thus obtain an expression for the renormalized G that 
describes gravity at long distances in terms of the bare parameters of the effective 
theory. The first stage of this calculation is the subject of sect. 5, and the second 
stage is the subject of sect. 6. 

If the mechanism proposed by Coleman for ensuring that A = 0 is to apply to 
Nature,  and if this mechanism requires G(a) to be at its minimum, then it is 
evidently necessary for G(a) to have a nonzero minimum. Otherwise G will want to 
vanish, in conflict with observation. But in the approximation assumed by Coleman, 
in which wormholes are treated as dilute and the interactions among wormholes are 

* The observation that A = 0 is highly "probable"  in euclidean quan tum gravity had been made earlier 
by Hawking [21] and by Baum [22]. They, however, had not appreciated the crucial role of 
wormholes in making A an adjustable quantity. 

**  More precisely, G(a)  is minimized as a function of a on that surface in a-space where A(a)  = O. 
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neglected, G is not bounded away from zero. Thus, it is necessary to improve on 
this dilute approximation. The systematic corrections to the dilute approximation 
are described in sect. 5. I indicate how wormhole interactions can generate a lower 
bound on G, and illustrate this possibility with a simple toy model. 

The study of wormhole interactions will also lead me to propose a mechanism 
that can account for the suppression of the low-energy effects of large wormholes. 
This mechanism relies on the observation that the a ' s  are determined by the 
requirement that G(a )  is at its minimum, and it arises due to the interactions of 
large wormholes with small wormholes. The mechanism has the unusual feature that 
the suppression of large wormholes cannot be understood in terms of long-distance 
physics alone. In this sense, it may be regarded as a violation of the principle that 
short-distance physics is effectively "decoupled" from long-distance physics. 

In sect. 6, I describe how an effective theory of gravity is renormalized as the 
ultraviolet cutoff floats down from the wormhole scale toward the far infrared. I 
note that some nonperturbative properties of this renormalization can be extracted 
if I make the rather mild assumption that Einstein gravity has no nontrivial 

cont inuum limit. From these properties, I then infer the conditions that the 
a-dependent  bare theory at the wormhole scale must satisfy, in order that Coleman's 
derivation of A = 0 be applicable. These conditions are found to be quite weak. 

I then examine whether calculations of fundamental constants other than A can 

be carried out in practice. I argue that the values of other constants cannot be 
precisely predicted without a detailed knowledge of physics at the wormhole scale 
(which is comparable to the Planck scale). This argument is based on straightfor- 
ward power-counting of Feynman diagrams, which shows that the renormalization 
of G is dominated by short-distance quantum fluctuations that are sensitive to the 
details of Planck-scale physics. 

The analysis of renormalization effects leads to one rather surprising conclusion. I 
find that if an elementary scalar or fermion has an a-dependent bare mass that can 

be adjusted at the wormhole scale, then the physical mass of this particle cannot be 
far below the wormhole scale, unless the physical mass vanishes exactly'. Among 

other consequences, this observation implies that if Coleman's mechanism is to be 
compat ible  with the known features of particle physics, then we must insist that the 
light mass scales of particle physics (like the weak interaction scale) are determined 
dynamically. The weak interaction scale must not be determined by adjusting a bare 
mass parameter  at the wormhole scale. 

2. The effects of wormholes 

A wormhole in spacetime is a gravitational quantum fluctuation that links two 
distantly separated spacetime points. Hence, it is natural to wonder whether 
wormholes can induce an apparent violation of locality. But Coleman [8] has argued 
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persuasively that the physical effects of wormholes are quite different than we might 
naively expect. He concludes that, because of wormhole effects, the fundamental 
constants of Nature are afflicted with an intrinsic quantum indeterminacy. Quan- 
tum gravity, then, may threaten our ability, even in principle, to make precise 
predictions about how Nature behaves. 

In this section, I will briefly review how this remarkable conclusion is reached, 
following closely a reformulation of Coleman's original argument due to Klebanov, 
Susskind, and Banks [16]. I include this section to establish notation, and also to 
make two important points. First, although Coleman originally presented his 
argument in the context of a semiclassical approximation, the validity of this 
approximation is not at all a necessary ingredient in the argument. This point is 
important  because we will see when we apply Coleman's ideas to the cosmological 
constant problem that the semiclassical approximation used by Coleman cannot be 
justified. Second, while the notion of a "baby  universe" associated with a wormhole 
played a central role in Coleman's discussion, this notion is actually peripheral to 
the argument, and may not make sense beyond the semiclassical approximation. 

The basic assumptions underlying Coleman's analysis are that wormholes exist, 
and that the wormholes have two essential properties: (i) Wormholes have a 
characteristic "thickness" R w. This thickness is presumably of order the Planck 
length M ~ ,  the characteristic length scale of gravitational quantum fluctuations. 
We assume that wormholes much thicker than R w are rare and can be neglected*. 
(ii) Wormholes have no characteristic length. We assume that the wormhole is 
completely indifferent to the separation between its two ends in the background 
spacetime; it takes a short cut. 

It follows from assumption (i) that, for the purpose of discussing physics at 
energies well below Rw ~, wormholes may be integrated out; their effects may be 
incorporated into an effective field theory in which wormhole fluctuations no longer 
occur. In this low-energy effective theory, the contribution to a quantum mechanical 
expectation value due to a wormhole that connects the spacetime points x~ and x 2 
can be represented by an expansion in local operators at x 1 and x 2, of the form 

Y" aob(O~(X~)@b(x2). (2.1) 
ab 

Here, the @~'s are a suitable basis for the gauge-invariant local operators, and A is a 
real symmetric matrix. By the assumption (ii) above, A is independent of x 1 and x 2. 
The bilocal expansion eq. (2.1) is understood to be valid when the separation 
between x 1 and x 2 is large compared to R w. 

* We will examine more closely in sect. 5 the justification of this assumption. 
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After an integration over all possible positions of the wormhole ends on the 
background spacetime, the contribution eq. (2.1) becomes* 

C =  l 2 f d 4 X l ~ f d 4 X 2 ~ ' g 2  Z Aab(fla(XI)Ob(X2)" 
ab 

(2.2) 

Now, in treating the effect of a configuration of N wormholes, let us imagine that 
the wormholes are sufficiently "dilute" that they may be considered to be indepen- 
dent of one another. The N-wormhole contribution then factorizes and can be 
expressed as CN/N!, where the 1/N! compensates for overcounting of identical 
wormholes. (In sect. 5 we will see how this dilute approximation can be systemati- 
cally improved.) 

The contribution due to an arbitrary wormhole configuration in the dilute limit 
can now be obtained by summing over N. The sum exponentiates, and can be 
expressed as a gaussian integral, 

e c:f(dc~)exp(-jy'a.(A 1).hab)exp(~a.fd4x~@.(x)). 
a,h 

( z . 3 )  

We see that, in the dilute approximation, the process of integrating out wormholes 
induces an c~-dependent shift in the local (euclidean) effective action, 

8 x ( a )  = - Ea,,f d4x (2.4) 
6/ 

Quantum mechanical expectation values in the effective theory are expressed as 
integrals over a of expectation values computed in universes with a-dependent 
couplings**. The various a-universes are weighted by a probability distribution 

a , b  

However, our physical observations are actually carried out in a universe with a 
fixed value of the a / s ,  for we in principle can measure the constants of Nature to 
arbitrary accuracy. 

The loss of quantum coherence declaimed by Hawking [7] may be interpreted as a 
loss of information about the other a-universes that occur in the superposition eq. 
(2.3). Because physics is done with all aa's fixed, this loss of coherence is not 

* W e  neglect  a smal l  error  due to the b r eakdown  of the bi local  expans ion  for x 1 - x 2. 
**  The  n u m b e r  of i ndependen t  c~'s is the same as the n u m b e r  of nonzero  eigenvalues  of the mat r ix  A in 

eq. (2.1). "Gene r i ca l l y " ,  this is the same as the n u m b e r  of gauge- invar ian t  local operators :  that  is, it 
is inf ini te .  
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accessible to any observer. Instead of a failure of quantum mechanics or of locality, 
wormhole effects introduce into physics a fundamental quantum indeterminacy of 
the constants of Nature. Wormholes threaten to inhibit our ability to predict with 
certainty the constants of Nature on the basis of fundamental theory. 

That  the a-distribution P (a )  is gaussian, and that the shift of the effective action 
8S(a) is linear in a, are artifacts of the dilute approximation that we have made. 
Corrections to this approximation will be discussed in sect. 5. But the conclusion 
that the effects of wormholes can be incorporated into an a-dependent renormaliza- 
tion of the effective action seems to be much more general. I believe that this 
conclusion follows from just the two assumptions stated above (subject to some 
caveats that will be mentioned later). 

The above reformulation of Coleman's argument was previously presented in ref. 
[16]. It differs from Coleman's original presentation [8] in two significant respects. 
First, Coleman's argument was carried out within the context of the semiclassical 
approximation, in which the only wormhole configurations that contribute to the 
euclidean path integral are solutions to the euclidean equations of motion (sta- 
tionary points of the euclidean action) and small fluctuations about such solutions. 
The above argument is more satisfying because it makes no reference to the 
semiclassical approximation. This point is important, because we will see in sect. 3 
that, if we are to invoke Coleman's arguments to solve the cosmological constant 
problem, then the semiclassical approximation cannot be justified. (We haue, so far, 
regarded the wormholes as dilute, but our conclusions survive even when the dilute 
approximation is abandoned.) 

The second respect in which our 
argument is that Coleman attaches to 
Coleman includes in his analysis, in 

formulation differs from Coleman's original 
a an interpretation that was eschewed above. 

addition to wormholes attached to the back- 
ground spacetime, "semiwormholes" that connect the background spacetime to a 
tiny closed three-geometry, or "baby  universe." He is thus able to interpret a as the 
label of a coherent superposition of baby universe states. As we have seen, this 
interpretation is not essential in the derivation of the main result, that wormhole 
effects can be absorbed into an a-dependent effective action. This is a good thing, 
because it seems that the notion of a baby universe, or at least the connection 
between baby universes and the a 's  associated with wormhole physics, makes sense 
only within the semiclassical approximation. 

Although this is somewhat off the main line of the argument in this paper, I will 
describe in the remainder of this section how the connection between a 's  and baby 
universes can be established. This discussion will clarify why the semiclassical 
approximation appears to be essential. 

Let the index i label the states of a basis for the baby universe states. We may 
define S~j as the amplitude for the baby universe state i to evolve to the baby 
universe state j determined, for example, by a euclidean path integral (fig. 2). We 
may also consider the amplitude for a semiwormhole to connect baby universe i to 
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J 

Fig. 2. The amplitude for baby universe state i to evolve to baby universe state j. 
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i 

Fig. 3. The amplitude for baby universe state i to connect via a semiwormhole to the background 
spacetime. 

a b a c k g r o u n d  spacet ime (fig. 3); quantit ies Xj can be defined (if the matr ix  S is 
invert ible)  so that  this ampl i tude is denoted 

Y:, S, jXj .  
J 

In this expression,  we may  think of S as a baby  universe " p r o p a g a t o r , "  and Xj as 
the s t rength of the "coupl ing"  of baby  universe j to the background  spacetime. 

So far this is just  definitions. But now we make  the nontrivial  assumpt ion  that  the 
ampl i tude  for a wormhole  to a t tach to the background  spacet ime is determined by 

the b a b y  universe p ropaga tor  and the semiwormhole  ampl i tude to be 

~', X iSsjXj. 
ij 

Heurist ical ly,  then, the wormhole  ampl i tude (fig. 4) obeys a "cut t ing rule" or 
" comple t enes s  relation," denoted schematical ly in fig. 5; it can be reproduced by a 
sum over  b a b y  universe " in te rmedia te  states." 

Z ~ s~j h 
1,1 

Fig. 4. The amplitude for a wormhole to attach to the background spacetime. 
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i i  

Fig. 5. The baby universe completeness relation. 

In the semiclassical approximation, such a completeness relation is satisfied, 
because there is a natural way to associate a baby universe with a wormhole. The 
baby universe is the three-geometry obtained when we slice the classical wormhole 
solution through its midpoint [2, 8, 9]. But there is no unambiguous way of associat- 
ing a general wormhole configuration (that is not a classical solution) with a baby 
universe, and I see no reason to expect that there exists a basis for the baby universe 
states such that the identity indicated in fig. 5 is satisfied, except in the semiclassical 
approximation. 

This completeness relation provides the logical connection that is needed to relate 
wormhole physics to baby universes. To establish this relationship, assume the 
validity of the completeness relation and sum over wormhole and semiwormhole 
configurations. (A typical configuration is shown in fig. 6.) In the dilute approxima- 
tion the sum exponentiates, and we have 

Z[J]:exp(~(~JS, s~+ J, SijXj+12XSijXi)), (2.6) 

where 4 is a source that couples to the baby universe i. This generating function can 
be expressed as a gaussian integral 

Z[J] = f (da)exp(-l Y'as(S t)/jad+.~_.,a,(J,+X,)). 
i,) i 

(2.7) 

Now it is convenient to redefine our basis for the baby universe states so that Sij 
becomes 8ij. (This is a conventional "renormalization" of the baby universe wave 

Fig. 6. A typical configuration of wormholes and semiwormholes. 
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functions.) In this new basis, the sources and couplings become 

j , ,  = ( s ~ / ~ ) , j j j ,  

x;  = ( s l / = ) , j  x j, (2.s) 

and after a change of variable in the integral, our expression for the generating 
function becomes 

Z[J'] = ~ f ( d c O e x p [  1 . . . .  • -~,,~,+~,(J, +x')] (2.9) 

up to a normalization factor, independent of J and X, that can be absorbed into the 
integration measure. 

Wick's theorem tells us that 

f (doOe-(1/2)'~2,x"= (Ol(a+a*)"lo), (2.10) 

where a, a t are conventionally normalized annihilation and creation operators 
satisfying [a, a t] = 1. We therefore have 

z [ J ' ] -  FI (01 exp[(X', + ~ ' ) ( a ,  + a~)] 10) 

= I-I[e(1/2).1~.,e(1/2lJ,~,o,.,(OleJ,,u,.;a, eX',(",+"*,)eJ~ .... ~10)]. (2.11) 
i 

In the second equality in eq. (2.1l) we have written J,' =Jin,,+Jout. i, in order to 
distinguish "incoming" and "outgoing" baby universe states, and have invoked the 
identity e A+8= eAe% -(1/2)EA, m that is satisfied by operators A and B that com- 
mute with [A, B]. The prefactor e(a/2)J~.,e(1/2)JJ.,, in this identity is associated with 
incoming (outgoing) states that propagate to other incoming (outgoing) states (fig. 
7). We did not intend to include such processes. (It is inappropriate to include them 
in the semiclassical approximation.) So we suppress the prefactor and obtain 

{ m l ,  m 2 . . . . .  o u t I n l ,  n 2 . . . .  , in) = 1-I (mileX;<a'+~)ln;). (2.12) 
i 

UU 
f] 

Fig. 7. Processes  tha t  are  exc luded  f rom the w o r m h o l e  sum.  
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This result was derived by Coleman [8] and by Strominger and Giddings [9]. It 
shows that c~ i can be interpreted as the operator a i + a~ acting on baby universe 
states of type i, and that physics at fixed c~" is physics in a "condensate" of baby 
universes, an eigenstate of the "posit ion" operator of the baby universe "oscillator." 
But to justify it, we needed to assume not only the dilute approximation, but also 
the baby universe completeness relation (fig. 5). 

Thus, the identification of a as the label of a baby universe state may make sense 
only within the semiclassical approximation. That is why I emphasize that Coleman's 
main conclusion, that wormhole effects induce an a-dependent renormalization of 
the local effective action, does not rely on this interpretation of the c~'s. 

3. The cosmological constant 

The discussion of the previous section indicates that, because of wormhole effects, 
the constants of Nature are afflicted with an inescapable indeterminacy. Our 
universe has been chosen at random from an ensemble of possible universes, all with 
different values of the a's, and hence of the fundamental constants. Wormholes in 
spacetime threaten to render unachievable the greatest ambition of physics to 
predict the constants of Nature as consequences of a complete fundamental theory. 

Having created this predicament, Coleman [10] also suggested a means of escap- 
ing it. He argued that the distribution of possible universes is a very sharply peaked 
function of the a's. Thus, it is overwhelmingly likely that a randomly selected 
universe will have values of the constants of Nature that are precisely known. 

This claim, if correct, restores in principle our hopes of predicting how Nature 
behaves. In practice, predictive power is reclaimed only if we can compute the values 
of the fundamental constants at which the sharp peak occurs. Coleman has 
computed one such constant; he predicts that the cosmological constant is exactly 
zero. This prediction is confirmed by observation. 

Our main objective in this paper is to examine how Coleman's reasoning can be 
applied to determine the other constants of Nature, aside from the cosmological 
constant. But as a prelude to that main topic, I will review in this section how the 
cosmological constant is calculated. 

This calculation relies more heavily than the results of the previous section of the 
specific features of the euclidean quantum gravity formalism. To begin, recall that 
in this formalism [4-6,10], the expectation value of a gauge-invariant local observ- 
able @ is expressed as 

<e> = N f ( d g )  e sL=Io; (3.1) 

here S[g] is the euclidean action, N is a normalization factor, and the path integral 
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Fig. 8. A connected geometry that becomes disconnected after wormholes are integrated out. The 
operator O whose expectation value is to be evaluated acts on one of the connected components. 

is over four-dimensional  geometries that are closed and connected*.  (The integra- 

t ion over fields other than the metric has not been explicitly indicated, but is 

unders tood.)  We assume as in sect. 2 that this path integral includes a sum over 

conf igurat ions  in which narrow wormholes link distantly separated points on a 

smooth  background  spacetime, and we imagine " integrat ing" out the wormholes 
and incorpora t ing  their effects into a local effective action for the background 

spacetime. But now we note that the connected closed manifolds include geometries 

in which m a n y  distinct large smooth manifolds are linked together by narrow 

wormholes .  Thus, when we integrate out wormholes~ a typical connected closed 
mani fo ld  may  yield many disconnected components  (fig. 8). Integrating out worm- 

holes, then, affects the euclidean path integral in two ways. As we already saw in 

sect. 2, expectat ion values become expressed in the effective theory as integrals over 

the c~ parameters  of expectation values computed  in various universes with ~-depen- 

dent  couplings. But furthermore, the sum over connected closed manifolds in the 

under lying theory becomes a sum over all closed manifolds, including disconnected 
ones, in the effective theory. 

Each disconnected manifold can be factored into a connected component  on 
which the opera tor  (9 acts, and a remainder on which no local operator  acts. Since 

the sum over all closed four-dimensional geometries can be written as the exponen- 

tial of  a sum over all connected closed four-geometries, the expression for the 
expectat ion value of (9 may be written in the effective theory as 

 W.ol)f(dg)e (3.2) 

where again the integrals over g and g '  denote sums over connected closed 
four-geometries,  but  with wormholes now excluded. The distribution P (c  0 is that 

considered in sect. 2, which would be gaussian in the dilute approximation.  But we 

* In this discussion, the Hartle-Hawking boundary, condition [6] has been implicitly adopted. The 
results are not sensitively dependent on this choice. 
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now see that the measure for the integration over (Y contains the additional factor 

(3.3) 

It is Coleman’s proposal that this factor is a sharply peaked function of the a’s; 

since P(a) is presumably a smooth function, the factor Q(a) determines where the 

support of the a-distribution lies. 

To compute the factor Q(a) in eq. (3.3) Coleman makes a further hypothesis - 

that the sum over connected closed four-geometries is dominated by large smooth 

geometries with small curvature (in Planck units). The idea is that by integrating out 

wormholes we have satiated the desire of a typical four-geometry to crinkle up on 

the Planck scale. This assumption is in the same spirit as, though logically indepen- 

dent of, the assumption that it makes sense to integrate out wormholes at all. Surely, 

given the current status of our understanding of quantum gravity, both assumptions 

must be regarded as unproved working hypotheses. 

Anyway, given that the integral / (dg) e- ‘lg. al is dominated by large smooth 

geometries, we may compute it by the following procedure: Recall that S[ g, a] is 

the action of an effective theory with a cutoff of order M, - R;‘, the characteristic 

mass scale of the wormhole fluctuations. Imagine allowing this cutoff to float down 

to a mass scale M < M,; we integrate out all quantum fluctuations with wave 

number k > M, and incorporate the effects of these fluctuations into a renormalized 

effective action S,[g, LX]_ This renormalized effective action can be expanded in 

operators that are local on the distance scale M-’ [23]. 

For M +Z M,, the loop corrections in the effective theory with cutoff M, and the 

effects of higher dimension operators in S,, are suppressed by powers of M/M,. 

Because loop corrections are small, the path integral of the effective theory can be 

evaluated to good accuracy semiclassically, with the result 

(3.4) 

where jj is the four-geometry at which S,,,, is stationary. If this stationary point is a 

large smooth geometry with volume of order R4, we improve on the semiclassical 

approximation by allowing the cutoff to float down to M - R-‘. Then all fluctua- 

tions at wavelengths less than R have been absorbed into the renormalization of the 

effective action, and fluctuations on larger wavelengths are absent because the 

volume acts as an infrared cutoff*. 

l I have described the procedure in terms of a floating cutoff in order to emphasize that the action 

may always be regarded as effectively local and also that infrared divergent loop integrals need not 

be encountered; they arise only as R + oc or A4 + 0. 
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Of course, it was a bit disingenuous to say above that ~ is the stationary point of 
SM; we really want g to minimize SM. It is well known that the stationary points of 
the euclidean action of gravity are not even local minima; we can always perform a 
conformal transformation on the metric that lowers the action. In order that the 
above discussion apply I must assume that there is some correct procedure for 
dealing with the conformal fluctuations, and that when this procedure is invoked, 
conformal fluctuations can be integrated out and absorbed into a renormalized 
effective action. 

The effective action S i can be expanded in terms of local operators, and, for 
M << Mw, operators with n derivatives acting on the metric have effects that are 
suppressed by the factor ( M / M w ) ' .  This expansion has the form* 

1 
SM[gl -- 16vrG f d4x v/g (2A - R + . . . ) ,  (3.5) 

where terms with more than two derivatives have been neglected; the parameters G 
and A have implicit dependence on M w, M, and a. At the stationary points of S M, 
the metric obeys the euclidean Einstein equation 

and the action is 

R ,  = A g ~ ,  (3.6) 

A A 
sM[ ] fdnx - 8~rG V (3.7) 

where V is the volume of the euclidean spacetime. For A > 0, the solution of eq. 
(3.6) with maximal volume is known to be a four-sphere with 

V = 2 4 ~ 2 / A  2 . (3.8) 

Hence the factor eq. (3.3) is found to be 

Q (a )  = exp(e-  s.[~., ~1) = exp [exp(37r /GA ) ] ,  (3.9) 

for A > 0. Here A is the cosmological constant renormalized at the scale M - V ~/4, 
with V given by eq. (3.8). 

Eq. (3.9) is the sharp peak at A = 0 found by Coleman. A is a function of a, and 
eq. (3.9) together with eq. (3.2) tells us that it is overwhelmingly likely that a 
universe selected at random will have a value of a such that A = 0, assuming that A 
vanishes for some choice of a. We note that the quantity that has been found to 

* Massive fields (heavier than M) have been integrated out, and light fields have been set equal to 
values that minimize S,w, so S~I is expressed as a functional of the metric only. 
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vanish is the renormalized A that one would actually measure in a large smooth 
universe; it includes the contributions from the fluctuations of all quantum fields. 
We also note that it was safe to neglect the higher dimension operators in eq. (3.5); 
these give contributions to SM[g] that are independent of A for A small, and do not 
modify the A = 0 singularity in eq. (3.9). 

(The procedure that we have used to calculate Q(a) may make sense for A > 0, 
but it is ill-defined for A < 0. For A < 0, the best approach may be to analytically 
continue eq. (3.9) from positive values of A to negative values. Our implicit 
assumption that G is non-negative will be defended in sect. 6.) 

It  may be worthwhile to comment on the use of "semiclassical" reasoning in this 
derivation. We treated gravity semiclassically in the sense that we argued that loop 

effects are small when the floating ultraviolet cutoff M is much less than the cutoff 
M w of the bare theory (and in fact comparable to the infrared cutoff V 1/4). But we 

certainly did not require that the renormalization of S as the cutoff floats from M w 
to M be susceptible to a perturbative treatment. Indeed, it may be a misstatement 

to say that the path integral is dominated by large smooth geometries, for we do not 
mean to exclude the possibility that the effective action is strongly renormalized by 
quantum fluctuations at scales just below M w. Nor, of course, have we required that 
the process of integrating out wormholes, which generated the theory with cutoff 
M w, be accurately described by the semiclassical approximation. 

The observation that we made in sect. 2 - that the notion of a baby universe 
makes sense only within the context of an untrustworthy approximation has a 

consequence that should be mentioned now. We have noted that a "superselection 
rule" applies to wormhole physics; universes with different values of a cannot 
communicate  with each other through any local physical process. But Coleman's 

explanation for A = 0 can be invoked only if we consider a superposition of these 
a-universes as in eq. (3.2). One might object to such a superposition, citing the 
analogy with the 0-vacua of QCD. It would be perverse to say that the ground state 

of QCD is a superposition of 0-vacua. Why shouldn't we take the same attitude 
toward a superposition of a-universes? 

The key distinction between 0-vacua and a-universes, I suspect, is that the a 
superselection rule is an approximate rule that holds only in the low-energy limit. It 
would have been easier to imagine that the a superselection rule were exact if the 
interpretation of a as the label of a baby universe were also exact. If  this 
interpretation fails, it is hard to see how a-sectors can be identified in sub-Planck 
scale physics. This, perhaps, is the proper way to interpret Coleman's claim [10] that 
an a priori distribution in a with support at a single point in a-space would be 
"unnatura l . "  

The argument in this section evidently required stronger assumptions than the 
discussion in sect. 2. Here we apparently needed to take more seriously than in sect. 
2 the proposal  that expectation values can be evaluated as euclidean path integrals 
(and that a sensible prescription exists for dealing with conformal fluctuations). 
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And we further assumed that, after wormholes are integrated out, the path integral 
is dominated by large smooth geometries. That these assumptions lead to the 

exciting conclusion that the cosmological constant vanishes already provides suffi- 
cient motivation for exploring their further consequences. But it is obviously an 
urgent matter  to understand better the justification for these assumptions, if indeed 

any can be found. 

4. Newton's constant 

We have emphasized that the factor Q(a)  in the measure for the integration over 
a-universes overwhelmingly favors A = 0, if the renormalized cosmological constant 
can vanish for some value of a. This measure factor has a further consequence; 
Newton 's  constant G wants to assume the smallest possible value, preferably zero*. 
In the remainder of this paper, we will explore the consequences of this tendency of 
G to seek its minimum allowed value. 

One consequence is immediate: the renormalized G as a function of a must be 
bounded away from zero 

G(a )  >/. Gmi n > O. (4.1) 

Otherwise, the same assumptions that lead to the successful prediction A = 0 will 
also lead to the unsuccessful prediction G = 0. (A gravitational interaction is 
observed in our universe.) 

One might object, at first, to the assertion that the probability distribution 

Q(  a)  - e xp[exp (37r /GA )] (4.2) 

is capable of determining both G and A. This claim sounds strange, because Q(a )  is 
a function of only the product GA. Thus, one might argue, the very sharp peak in 

Q ( a )  occurs at GA = 0, and Q(a )  is completely indifferent to the value of G once A 
has assumed the value A = 0. 

Indeed, to extract from eq. (4.2) a probability distribution on the surface GA = 0 

(where Q ( a )  is singular), we must specify a preferred way of approaching this 
surface. I will argue below that the correct procedure is to evaluate Q(a )  on surfaces 
of constant A, and then take the limit A --, 0. If A assumes a very small positive 
value, Q ( a )  strongly favors that G 1 increase. This tendency of G -1 to increase is 

not suddenly lost when A is exactly zero. 
We claim, then, that the support of the distribution Q(c 0 will lie at that point (or 

those points) in a-space where G - l ( a )  assumes its maximal value on the surface 

defined by A ( a ) =  0. There is another objection that one could raise against this 
claim. One might question whether the requirement that G - t  assumes its maximum 

* This point was stressed previously by Grinstein and Wise [15]. 
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has any physical content. Since G a is a dimensional quantity, the argument might 
go, its value of course depends on the units in which we choose to express it. 
Nothing prevents us from choosing our unit of mass to be G 1/2. Then G -~ is one, 
and it makes no sense to "maximize" it. 

This argument is also misleading, for several reasons. First of all, the distribution 
Q(c 0 quantifies the relative probabilities of different "theories" with different 
values of the constants of Nature. When two theories are compared, we should 
express the physical constants of both in the same units; it is valid, for example, to 
say that G in theory A is smaller than G in theory B. In fact, all of the theories that 
we are comparing share the same a-independent ultraviolet cutoff, the wormhole 
scale M w. Thus, when we compare different theories, we may express all mass scales 
(like G 1/2) as dimensionless quantities, in units of M w. Most important, the 
criterion that G(~)M2w is at its minimum has consequences that (in principle) relate 
to experimentally accessible low-energy physics. Indeed, we will argue that this 
criterion actually fixes all of the dimensionless quantities that specify the properties 
of low-energy physics. 

To support the claim that Q(a)  should be evaluated on the surface GA = 0 as a 
A ~ 0 limit, we will regulate the very singular dependence of Q(c0 on A(c 0 by 
introducing an infrared cutoff into the calculation of Q(c 0. The point is that A 
controls the volume of the four-geometry that dominates the path integral*. 

Imagine that we repeat the calculation of Q(c 0 in sect. 3, but that the closed 
four-geometries that contribute to the path integral eq. (3.3) are now restricted to 
geometries with volume V less than a maximum volume Vma~; Vma ~, then, is our 
infrared cutoff. We assume again that the path integral is dominated by the 
four-sphere geometry. Then we have 

Q ( a )  - e x p [ e x p ( -  s0) ] , (4.3) 

where S o is the minimal action of a four-sphere that satisfies the volume constraint 

V~< Vma x- 
For  a four-sphere of radius R, the action eq. (3.5) becomes** 

1 
S(R) = 16 - - -~# (2AR4-  12R 2 + . . . ) ,  (4.4) 

where ~2 = 8 " , 7 2 / 3  is the volume of the unit four-sphere. The minimum*** of S(R) 

* We  choose  to regulate  Q(a) by means  of an infrared cutoff  because  such a regula tor  can be 
fo rmula t ed  in the bare  theory, wi thout  any  reference to c~. Since it is our  desire to ext ract  an 
u n a m b i g u o u s  funct ion of a on the surface GA = 0, it seems sensible  to describe the approach  to this 

surface in a m a n n e r  that  does not  in t roduce  impl ic i t  c~-dependence. 
**  Fo r  suff ic ient ly  large R, A and G may  be taken  to be R- independent  constants ,  because they " s top  

r u n n i n g "  in the infrared limit. This  will  be expla ined at  greater  length  in sect. 6. 
* * *  As  in sect. 3, this m i n i m u m  exists only  if A > 0. For  A < 0, Q(~)  may  be def ined by  analy t ic  

con t i nua t i on  in A. 
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Fig. 9. The action S for a four-sphere of radius R, with A > 0. The minimum S o of thc action is 
indicated (a) for A/> 3Rm~ × and (b) for A ~< 3Rm~ ~. 

- 2  R 2 2 - 2  occurs  at R 2 = 3A - I  for A >/3Rm~ , and at = Rma × for A ~< 3R . . . . .  where 

= ~2R . . . .  (see fig. 9). Therefore,  the m i n i m u m  of the act ion is g m a x  4 

S o = - 3 ~ r / G A ,  

_ _ 1 2 2 
S o =  ( 3 7 r / G A ) [ 2 ( 1 3 A R ~ n a x ) ( ~ A R  . . . .  ) ] ,  

A >/3R ~ 2 ,  

0 < A 3RZx.  (4.5) 

The  typical  value of  A,  then, in the d is t r ibu t ion  Q ( a )  is 

-2  (4 .6 )  A - R . . . .  

which  is i n d e p e n d e n t  of G. As the infrared cutoff  is removed,  Q ( a )  becomes very 

sha rp ly  p e a k e d  at  A = 0. 

N o w  suppose  that  both  A and G are funct ions of the a ' s .  We wish to minimize  

S o in eq. (4.5) as a funct ion of the a ' s .  To accompl ish  this, we may  f ind the 

m i n i m u m  of  G ( a )  on each A ( a ) =  cons tan t  surface, and  then subsequent ly  mini-  

mize wi th  respect  to A ( a ) .  Obvious ly  if G ( a )  = 0 for any  value of a, then S o = - 

for  tha t  value  of a, and  Q ( a )  has a sharp peak  at G = 0. A r a n d o m l y  selected 

universe ,  then,  is overwhelmingly  likely to have G = 0, in confl ict  with observat ion.  

W e  mus t  assume,  therefore,  that  the b o u n d  eq. (4.1) applies.  Then Q ( a )  favors 

tha t  G - 1  assume a value that  is close to its m a x i m u m  in the region of a - space  where 

A - R m l ;  the typical  devia t ion  of  G 1 from its m a x i m u m  is of  order  R 2 As the nlax" 
i n f r a red  cu to f f  is removed,  Q ( a )  becomes  a very sharply  peaked  funct ion of both A 

and  G. The  peak  occurs precisely at  the max imal  value of G - l ( a )  on the A ( a )  = 0 

surface.  

P r e s u m a b l y  there are many  a ' s .  The number  of a ' s  is the number  of  nonzero  

e igenvalues  of  the matr ix  A,h in eq. (2.1), and  this number  is l ikely to be infinite.  
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The condition A(a)=  0 determines a surface of codimension one in the a-space. 

But we should expect that the condition that G(a) assumes its minimum on the 
A (a)  = 0 surface is sufficient to determine all of the remaining a's. A function, even 

a function of many variables, generically attains its global minimum at an isolated 

point, assuming that a global minimum exists. 

Therefore, we have in principle recovered the ability to calculate the constants of 

Nature. All of the arbitrariness that is potentially introduced by wormhole physics 

can be overcome. We need only compute all of the constants of Nature as functions 

of the a 's ;  then we find the a that minimizes G on the A = 0  surface. This 

determines the a 's ,  and hence all of the other constants. In practice, this calculation 

will be challenging. 

The a-dependence of G, or of any coupling constant, comes from two sources, 

and we can imagine carrying out the calculation of G(a) in two stages. First, we 

integrate out wormholes at the wormhole scale M w, and thus obtain a "bare" theory 
with cutoff M w and a-dependent "bare" parameters. Second, we allow the cutoff to 

float from M,v to M << Mw; the effects of quantum fluctuations with wave number 

k satisfying M W > k > M are incorporated into a renormalization of the effective 

action. The fluctuations that are integrated out in the second stage are not 

wormholes, but conventional " loop" fluctuations. The G(a) we want to calculate is 

extracted from the effective action in the infrared or M --* 0 limit. 

It is clear that if this G(a) is to have a nonvanishing minimum, then so must the 

bare Newton's  constant Go(a ), renormalized at the scale M W. The point is that 

G = 0 is stable under renormalization; Newton's constant is unrenormalized when 

gravity is free. (Renormalization in quantum gravity is discussed in more detail in 

sect. 6.) Therefore, if the bare Newton's constant Go(a ) , obtained by integrating out 

wormholes, were to vanish for some a, then the physical Newton's constant G(a) 
would also vanish for that value of a. Since G(a) must satisfy the bound eq. (4.1), 

we require the bare coupling to satisfy a similar bound, 

Go(a) >~ Go. rain > O. (4.7) 

In the dilute approximation described in sect. 2, we saw that the effective action is 

linear in a. Thus Gol(a) is linear in a, and G o vanishes when a particular 
combination of the a 's  is infinite. In view of eq. (4.7), we conclude that the dilute 
approximation is invalid. To understand why the gravitational interaction has a 

nonvanishing strength we must go beyond the dilute approximation. The corrections 
to the dilute approximation are discussed in sect. 5, with particular attention 

devoted to the origin of the lower bound on Go(a ) . 
Is it possible that the requirement that G(a) attains its minimum on the A(a) = 0 

surface fails to determine all the a 's? If there are undetermined a's,  then there is 

presumably a symmetry that prevents G from depending on those a's. But every- 
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thing couples to gravity, and all other interactions contribute to the renormalization 

of G, so it is hard to think of such a symmetry. 
We have emphasized in this section that Newton's  constant G(a) must obey a 

positive lower bound; otherwise, on the basis of the same assumptions that underlie 
Coleman's  explanation for A = 0, we predict G = 0, in conflict with observation. In 
fact, it is also necessary for the coefficients of higher derivative terms in the 

gravitational effective action to obey upper bounds. Just as the newtonian gravita- 
tional interaction must not be permitted to be arbitrarily weak for any value of a, 
so the higher derivative gravitational interactions must not be permitted to be 
arbitrarily strong for any value of a. 

In the derivation of A = 0 in sect. 3 we required that the contribution from higher 
derivative terms to the value of the effective action at the stationary point be 
negligible. A higher derivative term in the action with arbitrarily large coefficient 
can upset Coleman's  mechanism by destabilizing the stationary point. Or the 
a-distr ibution may favor that this coefficient be infinite; then the theory of gravity 

in a typical a-universe will not agree with Newton's theory in the low-energy limit. 

The parameters  that must obey such upper bounds are coupling constants of the 
renormalized effective action that describes gravity at low energy. Unlike the lower 
bound on G, these upper bounds probably place no restrictions on the "ba re"  
parameters  of the effective theory defined at the wormhole scale M w. Rather, the 

upper  bounds are an automatic consequence of the renormalization procedure as the 
cutoff  floats from M w to M << M w. All of the renormalized couplings of gravity 
obey upper  bounds provided only that, as we expect, gravity has no nontrivial 
cont inuum limit*. This will be explained further in sect. 6. 

5. Beyond the dilute approximation 

Up to now in this paper we have for the most part treated wormholes as dilute, 
and have ignored the interactions among wormholes. But we have also noted that 
this dilute approximation cannot really be justified. In this section we will discuss 
the corrections to the dilute approximation due to interactions. 

For  the purpose of this discussion, we will find it useful to make a distinction 
between wormholes and "instantons." I will use the term instanton for the region of 
the background spacetime where a wormhole hooks on; the term instanton is 

appropriate  because this is a small localized region in the background (euclidean) 
spacetime. A wormhole connects together two instantons. 

We must distinguish two types of interactions that arise when corrections to the 
dilute approximation are considered; these may be called "wormhole  interactions" 
and " ins tanton interactions." Wormhole interactions are described by vertices at 

* A similar suggestion was made by Weinberg [14]. 
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Fig. 10. A wormhole interaction. 

Fig. l i .  A short-range interaction between instantons at spacetime positions x~ and x~. 

which a branching of wormholes occurs (fig. 10). These interactions induce non- 
gaussian corrections to the probability distribution P (a )  in eq. (2.5) and eq. (3.2). 

Of far greater interest are instanton interactions. These occur when two instan- 
tons closely approach one another on the background spacetime (fig. 11). The 
instanton interactions induce corrections to the a-dependent effective action S[g, a] 
that are nonlinear in a. Hence, the instanton interactions also correct the factor 
Q(a )  in eq. (3.3). The instanton interactions are of greater interest than the 
wormhole interactions (at least for our present purposes) because, by modifying 
Q(a) ,  they can change where the support of the a-distribution lies. 

If we assume that the instanton interactions are of short range, then the effects of 
these interactions can be systematically expanded in powers of a "density" 
of instantons. This expansion is precisely analogous to the cluster expansion of 
statistical mechanics [24]. The cluster expansion, when truncated at a finite order, 
gives accurate results if the range of the instanton interactions is small compared to 
the mean separation between instantons*. 

Actually, in a theory of gravity, we should not be surprised to find that instanton 
interactions are long-range. The instanton is likely to be surrounded by a gravita- 
tional field that decays like an inverse power of the distance from the instanton, and 
the gravitational interaction between instantons, then, will also decay like a power. 
(Indeed, there might be other light fields that are excited in the vicinity of the 
instanton, and these would also induce a long-range interaction.) The long-range 
interactions cause one to worry about the validity of the cluster expansion. 

However, as Gupta and Wise [17] have recently emphasized, the long-range 
instanton interactions are not the effects that we are really interested in, because 
they do not generate corrections to the effective action S[g, a] that are nonlinear in 
a. Instead, the physical effects of these long-range instanton interactions can be 

* The cluster expansion for QCD instantons was described in, for example, ref. [25]. 
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reproduced exactly in an effective field theory with an action linear in a; in this 
effective theory, they are represented by exchanges of light field quanta between 
interaction vertices that are linear in a. The terms in S[g, a] that are nonlinear in a 
are generated only by the genuinely short-range instanton interactions that occur 
when the separation between instantons is comparable to the instanton size. It is 
sensible to carry out an expansion of the effects of these interactions in powers of 
the instanton density. It will be understood, then, that the instanton interactions 
considered below are actually the short-range portion of interactions that may also 
include a long-range tail. 

In order to formulate the cluster expansion, we must first understand how the 
notion of a density of instantons arises. For this purpose, we reconsider the dilute 
approximation that was described in sect. 2. In sect. 2 we made the hypothesis that 
the contribution C of a single wormhole to a quantum mechanical expectation value 
can be expressed as a bilocal expansion in local operators, as in eq. (2.2). If the 
curvature of the background spacetime is small, and all fields on spacetime are weak 
(in units of the wormhole scale R~,,1), then the sum over local operators is 
dominated by the operator 1, and the contribution becomes 

C =  ~ V  2. (5.1) 

Here V is the volume of the background spacetime, and A is the coefficient of the 
leading term in eq. (2.2), presumably of order R w s. In the semiclassical approxima- 
tion discussed by Coleman [8] and Giddings and Strominger [9], A would be further 
suppressed by the small factor e -2S  where S is the (large) action of a semiworm- 
hole. 

In the dilute approximation, the contribution due to N w noninteracting worm- 
holes is C N " / N w  ! The sum over Nw is thus dominated by N,,. of order C. In other 
words, the number N W of wormholes in a typical configuration that gives a 
significant contribution to the euclidean path integral is 

Uw - vl AV 2. (5.2) 

It is therefore possible to regard k as a "density of wormholes" per volume squared. 
On the other hand, a configuration with N wormholes has 2N instantons; the 
notion of a "density of instantons" per volume does not appear to make sense in the 
V --+ o0 limit. 

However, the above discussion applies to the combinatorics of wormholes only 
after the a integration in eq. (2.3) has been performed. (The effect of the integration 
is to match up 2N w instantons with N w wormholes in all possible ways.) Instead, we 
are interested in studying physics at a fixed value of a. The leading factor in the 
integrand of eq. (2.3), arising from the operator 1 in the expansion, has the form 

e (1 /2 )a2  e aa l /2V . (5.3) 
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(Here we have rescaled e~ so that the wormhole "propagator"  is one; c~ is now 
dimensionless.) The term in eq. (5.3) of order V u may be interpreted as the 
contribution at fixed c~ due to an N-instanton configuration, and the sum over N is 
dominated by 

N / V -  aA 1/2 . (5.4) 

Thus, aZf/2 may be regarded as a density of instantons. 

There is a peculiar complementarity at work here. We began this discussion by 
describing the physical effects of bilocal objects, the wormholes. But then, for sound 
physics reasons, we focused attention on a sector with a fixed value of c~. For c~ 
fixed, it is far more appropriate to describe the physics in terms of local objects, the 
instantons, instead of in terms of wormholes. Furthermore, while the density of 
wormholes is, of course, c~-independent, the density of instantons depends on c~ as 
in eq. (5.4). 

The instanton density azl 1/2 will be the expansion parameter of our cluster 
expansion, and the dilute approximation is a good approximation of aZi 1/2 suffi- 
ciently small. Thus, whatever the value of A ~/2, the dilute approximation can be 

justified for small enough a. (And this in no way requires the validity of a 
semiclassical approximation; that is, wormhole effects need not be dominated by the 
contribution of a classical wormhole solution.) On the other hand, whatever the 
value of A l/2, the dilute approximation will always break down for c~ sufficiently 

large. In particular, the dilute approximation cannot be used to study the behavior 
of the distribution Q(a)  for asymptotically large ~. 

In the dilute approximation, it is assumed that instantons can be freely super- 
posed, and that a contribution due to two instantons factorizes into a product of 
one instanton contributions. But this assumption is expected to fail when the 
instantons closely approach one another. More generally, the two-wormhole config- 
uration depicted in fig. 11, in which instantons centered at x 2 and x~ have a small 
separation, gives a contribution 

f d4xl(Z d4x2  d4X  l 

a, b, a', b' 

Here, the remainder R(b~,(x, x ')  is a small correction to the factorized operator 
Ob(X)(Oh(X' ) when (x - x ' )  is large compared to the characteristic instanton size. (Of 
course, there are also corrections that occur when other pairs of instantons closely 
approach one another; these have not been indicated in eq. (5.5).) 

If  we include the effects of all two-instanton interactions in the wormhole sum, 
the integrand of the a-integration in eq. (2.3) becomes modified. The modification is 
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a shift in the effective action of order a 2, 
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= - E 
~ a ' ~  a b ~ b  , 

a , h  

f 4 ; t ( 2 )  . t "ab),(2)= daxV~d x ~R.h(x ,x  ). (5.6) 

It is clear that the "Feynman rule" for evaluating the a-integral tells us that the 
effect of 8Sa ) ( a )  is to include the two-instanton interaction for all pairs of 
instantons. 

Similarly, there are (connected) n-body instanton interactions that occur when n 

instantons closely approach one another. Their effect is to induce an order-a" shift 
in the effective action 

1 

a X (~) ~ S ( B ) ( O ~ )  = - -  7 E O ~ a l ' ' '  a . . . . . .  

a I . .. a,i 
. a n 

X(,] 1, ..... = f d4XlV'g~...d4x,,i/g,,R~il...,,,(xl . . . . .  xn) ,  (5.7) 

where R ~n~ is a translation-invariant operator-valued function that drops off 
a I . . .  a n 

rapidly when any separation (x, - x j)  is large. 

If  the instanton interactions are of short range, then the interaction vertex R ¢'~ in 
eq. (5.7) is smeared out in spacetime over a region with a size comparable to the size 
of an instanton. The effects of this interaction at low energy can be well accounted 
for by a local effective action. Formally, we may perform n - 1 of the integrals over 
spacetime in eq. (5.7); we then obtain one remaining integral over spacetime of a 
function that can be expanded in terms of local operators. 

By thus expanding eq. (5.7) in terms of local operators, we may express 

= + E ( 5 . 8 )  
n =  1 

as a sum of local operators, with the coefficient of each operator expanded as a 
power series in a. For example, the coefficient Ao of fd4x  V~ may be written* 

f i 0 ( a )  = ~ (0 )+  ~ ~ 1 fij,,) (5.9) 
n ~ -  1 . . . .  ' a n O ~ a l  " " " O~an  " 

tl ~ 1 a 1 . . .  a n 

* fi-o is Ao/8rrG o in the notation of eq. (3.5). It is a "bare" parameter that will be further 
renormalized by fluctuations below" the wormhole scale M,,.. 
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Expansions like eq. (5.9) are the basis of our earlier claim that corrections due to 

instanton interactions may be expanded in powers of the instanton density. We now 

see that this statement is true only rather schematically. The term E A (1)= linear in - - a - -  a IAta 

a in eq. (5.9) is the density of instantons that we identified in eq. (5.4). The terms 

higher order in a are not really higher powers of the density; each term involves a 

different combination of the a 's*.  But, generically, when the mean instanton 

separation is comparable to the instanton size, all terms in eq. (5.9) are of roughly 

the same order. 

Borrowing metaphorically from the semiclassical picture, we might regard each a ,  

as being associated with a distinct instanton "type." Then each a ,  can be inter- 

preted as the density of instantons of type a, and eq. (5.9) is a power series 

expansion in the various densities. 
There is an expansion similar to eq. (5.9) for G ol,  where G o is the bare Newton's 

constant at the wormhole scale M w. We noted in sect. 4 that, if we are to accept 

Coleman's explanation for the vanishing of the cosmological constant, we must 

insist that Go 1 is bounded above. Obviously, we cannot understand the origin of 

this bound by considering the expansion in a to any finite order. We must somehow 

sum up the series. 

Before discussing further the upper bound on Go 1, let us notice that there is 

another logically independent reason why we must go beyond the dilute approxima- 

tion if we are to invoke Coleman's mechanism. If we compute quantum corrections 

in the effective theory cut off at the wormhole scale M w, A will be renormalized by 

an amount of order Mw 4. It would presumably require an unnatural fine tuning for 
the a-independent bare parameter ~(0) to cancel this renormalization to high 

accuracy. Therefore, if the renormalized cosmological constant is to vanish, the 

a-dependent shift o f / [ 0 ( a )  in eq. (5.9) must be at least of order Mw 4. But then, the 

density of instantons is of order M~, or the mean instanton separation is M w t = R w, 
which is just the condition for corrections to the dilute approximation to be 

important**. 
We cannot escape this conclusion by appealing to supersymmetry. If supersym- 

merry remains unbroken below the wormhole scale, then / [ 0 ( a ) =  0. But a bare 

cosmological constant is eventually generated at a lower scale, where supersymmetry 
is spontaneously broken. Again, unless the a-independent bare parameters are 

carefully tuned, we expect that a large a-dependent shift of bare parameters is 

required for the renormalized cosmological constant to vanish. The a-dependent 

shifts are small when the instantons are dilute. 
Let us now consider further the origin of the bound on Newton's constant. Here 

we wish to argue that it is plausible that G o l(a), the bare coupling at the wormhole 

* Indeed, for the other coefficients in S(c~), even the linear term involves a different linear combination 
of the c~'s than appears in the "instanton density." 

** This argument emerged from discussions with A. Cohen and M. Wise. 
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scale M w, is bounded above as a function of c~. The renormalization of G -~ by 
quantum fluctuations below the wormhole scale will be discussed in sect. 6. 

Heuristically, one expects instanton effects to "saturate"  when the mean instan- 
ton separation becomes comparable to the instanton size Rw. When the instantons 
become dense, the picture on which our analysis has been based - of wormholes 
attaching to a smooth background spacetime - may no longer apply. Indeed, the 
notion of an instanton gas, and the interpretation of our expansion parameter  as a 

density of instantons, probably ceases to make sense when the dilute approximation 

is no longer valid. 
It is reasonable to guess that, if the a-dependent shift of a parameter  in the 

effective action does have a maximum as a function of c~, then the maximum is 
attained at a value of a that is comparable to the value of c~ for which the cluster 
expansion breaks down. That is, the maximum occurs when the instanton density is 
of order one. We would estimate then, that the maximal shift is a factor of order one 

times a power of the wormhole scale M w determined by dimensional analysis. For 
example, for Newton's  constant we might expect 

8[(16qTGo) -1] ~< Mw 2 (5.io) 

to be satisfied for any a. 
To make this discussion a bit more concrete, I will describe a simple toy model in 

which the cluster expansion can be summed to all orders in c~. In this toy model, we 
can see explicitly that Gol  is a bounded function of c~. For the sake of simplicity, 
this model will have just one " type"  of instanton and just one c~-parameter; it is 

obviously possible to generalize it to a model with many c~'s and with qualitatively 
similar behavior. The point of the model is that excluded volume effects can be 

expected to cause repulsive interactions of instantons at small separations, and that 
short-range repulsive interactions can significantly alter the c~-dependence of the 
effective action at asymptotically large c~. 

For  the purpose of characterizing the short-range instanton interactions in this 
toy model, imagine that euclidean spacetime has been divided into many identical 
tiny cells, each with a physical volume of R4,, the volume of an instanton. A 
configuration of the instanton gas can be described by assigning to each cell a 
non-negative integer, the number of instantons that occupy the cell (see fig. 12). We 
will label the cells with an index i, and denote the corresponding integer by ni. 

Now the assumption of our model is that instantons in distinct cells do not 
interact, but instantons in the same cell do interact. An instanton occupying cell i 
may either encourage more instantons to occupy that cell (attractive interaction), or 
discourage additional instantons (repulsive interaction). 

Suppose, at first, that there are no instanton interactions at all. Then the 
instantons are noninteracting identical particles, and summing over all configura- 
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Fig. 12. Euclidean spacetime has been divided into cells; each cell contains a number  of instantons that 
is assumed to be a (non-negative) integer. 

tions of the instanton gas generates an effective action 6S(a) given by 

Here (9 i quantifies the dependence of the instanton contribution on the background 
geometry; it can be expanded in terms of local operators in the cell i. In eq. (5.11) 

we have recovered the result eq. (2.4) that we derived previously in the dilute 
approximation.  

To simulate interactions, we replace the sum over n in eq. (5.11) by 

f a,, ~ _ ,,=0 ~ .  (a@,) . (5.12) 

Then, for a,, > 1, we have introduced an attractive short-range n-body interaction, 
and for a,, < 1, a repulsive n-body interaction. With this modification, eq. (5.11) 
becomes 

6S(a) = - ~'~ In f(a@i) , 
l 

a"z" (5.13) f ( z )  = ~_, n! " 
n 

To extract the value of 3Go l, we expand 3S in powers of derivatives of the 
background metric. If the operator 0 can be expanded as 

(_9=c o + c l R  + . . .  

(where R is the Ricci scalar), then we have 

8x(~) = fd4xv~Rw'( Sf '(S) q R ( x ) + . . . )  (5.14) 
- l n  f ( S )  f ( • )  Co 



where 
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S = co~. (5 .15)  

In eq. (5.14), the sum over cells has been replaced by a volume integral, and the 
volume R4w of the cell has been inserted. 

From eq. (5.14) we see that the shift in Newton's constant is given by 

8[(16TrGo) l] • f ' (S)  c 1 
- f ( 8 ~  ' 4 • ( 5 . 1 6 )  

(-0Rw 

There are many reasonable functions f(8) for which this shift is bounded; for 
example, f may be an (even) real polynomial with no real zeros. A simple function 

that works is 

, 7.  ( 5 . 1 7 )  f ( z )  = 1 + z +  5z- 

In this case, one or two instantons are allowed to occupy a cell without interacting, 
but a repulsive interaction forbids three or more instantons in a single cell. 

Clearly this toy model has many unrealistic features, but it serves to illustrate that 
instanton interactions can cause c~-dependent shifts in the effective action to be 
bounded as functions of c~. 

Before concluding this section, I would like to reexamine one of the assumptions 
underlying our whole analysis, in the light of our observations about instanton 
interactions. This assumption was explicitly stated in sect. 2 - that wormholes have 

a characteristic thickness R w. Then it makes sense to integrate out wormholes, and 
obtain an effective theory with cutoff Rw 1, in which wormhole fluctuations no 
longer occur. The heuristic picture underlying this assumption is that thick worm- 
holes have large euclidean action, and so give a contribution to the path integral 
that is highly suppressed. We therefore make only a very small error by neglecting 
wormholes that are much thicker than the characteristic size Rw. 

This reasoning, however, must be regarded with caution. We may imagine that the 
a ' s  can be divided into two sets - parameters c~ s associated with small instantons 
and parameters  c% associated with large instantons. On the basis of the heuristic 
picture described above, we expect that the "propagator"  A L for large wormholes is 
extremely small; the probability distribution P(c~) in eq. (2.5) strongly favors small 
values of c~ L. It is in this sense that large aL-dependent shifts in the effective action 
are highly improbable.  

But as we emphasized in sect. 3, it is not P ( a )  but the factor 

Q( a) - exp{ exp[37r/G( a)A ( a)] } (5.18) 

that determines where the support of the c~-distribution lies. The very singular 
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Fig. 13. Large instantons exclude small instantons from spacetime. 

dependence of eq. (5.18) on a L for A(a)~ 0 overcomes the e x p ( - a ~ A  O suppres- 
sion in P(a). Hence, in spite of their large euclidean action, the large instantons try 
their best to increase G 1 on the A = 0 surface. The contribution due to large 
instantons to G 1 is presumably maximized when the large instantons are dense. 
And so, in spite of the strong tendency of the factor P ( a )  to suppress the effects of 
the large instantons, the large instantons cannot be prevented from becoming dense, 
and inducing effects that are of order one. 

This conclusion is distressing. It appears that wormholes of arbitrarily large 
thickness will contribute significantly to physical processes at low energy. How are 

we to reconcile this phenomenon with the well-documented success of local field 
theory in describing low-energy physics*? 

I believe that interactions between large and small instantons are responsible for 
suppressing the effects of large instantons. I have in mind a picture in which small 
instantons crowd out the large ones (fig. 13). If our goal is to maximize G 1 then 
configurations with many large instantons are inefficient, because the large instan- 
tons exclude from spacetime a region that the small instantons would like to occupy. 
A dense gas of small instantons gives a contribution of order R s 2 to G O 1, where R s 
is the size of a small instanton, while a dense gas of large instantons contributes of 
order R c 2, where R c is the size of a large instanton. Therefore, if there is a trade-off 
between large and small instantons, the instanton gas will favor increasing the 
abundance of small instantons at the expense of the large instantons. This effect 

might provide the justification for ignoring the large wormholes. 
A very crude model will illustrate how this mechanism works. Imagine that there 

are only two instanton types, the small ones with size R s and the large ones with 

size R C" Then the a-dependence of the bare Newton's constant has the approximate 
form 

ao 1 C R 2n ( s) + (5.19) 

Here ns is the dimensionless density of small instantons, the fraction of the volume 
of spacetime that is occupied by the instantons; n L is the corresponding density of 
large instantons, and C s, C e are numerical constants of order one. We wish to 
determine a s and a c by maximizing G o 1. But if small instantons cannot sit on top 

* This issue was also raised by Kaplanovsky [20], and has been discussed in refs. [16,18 I. 
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Fig. 14. If excluded from attaching to spacetime by a large instanton, a small wormhole may attach to a 
large wormhole instead. 

of large instantons, then the densities are constrained by 

F/s(O~s) q- HL(@L) ~ 1-. (5.20) 

Evidently, the maximum of Go 1 subject to the constraint eq. (5.20) is n s =  1, 
n e = 0, assuming that CsRs 2 > CLRL 2. The large instantons are completely elimi- 
nated in favor of the small instantons. 

The distinction between instanton interactions and wormhole interactions is 
important  for understanding why large and small instantons mutually exclude each 
other. When excluded from spacetime by a large instanton, a small instanton will 
slide up onto a large wormhole (fig. 14); that is, the small wormhole will attach to 
the large wormhole instead of attaching to the background spacetime. One might 
have argued from this perspective that the physics of small wormholes is unaffected 
by large wormholes; the small wormhole finds the large wormhole indistinguishable 
from the background spacetime. But we have already learned that the physical 
consequences of wormhole interactions are quite different than the consequences of 
instanton interactions. The interactions between large and small wormholes alter the 
distribution P(a), but have no effect on the crucial factor Q(a) that determines 
what values of the a 's  are favored. The instanton interactions, not the wormhole 
interactions, affect Q(a), and it is therefore the instanton interactions, not the 
wormhole interactions, that must account for the suppression of the effects of large 
wormholes. 

The suggestion that small instantons are responsible for suppressing the effects of 
large instantons sounds surprising at first. It is a cherished principle of physics, the 
decoupling principle, that long-distance physics is relatively insensitive to the details 
of short-distance physics. Ordinarily, we expect that it is possible to "integrate out" 
short-wavelength quantum fluctuations and incorporate the effects of these fluctua- 
tions into the renormalization of the parameters of an effective field theory that 
describes long-distance physics. (Indeed, we invoked this strategy in sect. 3, and will 
do so again in sect. 6.) Hence, we might expect that the effects of large instantons 
can be understood within the context of a low-energy effective field theory in which 
small instantons have already been integrated out. But how can the mechanism 
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described above for suppressing large instantons, which arises from interactions 
with small instantons, be understood in such an effective field theory? 

I believe, in fact, that the a-dependence of G 1 is an exception to the decoupling 
principle. The dominant contribution to the dependence of G 1 on a L cannot be 
accounted for in terms of long-distance physics alone. It arises because of the 
unusual way in which short-distance physics and long-distance physics are inter- 
twined here. Usually, we may think of short-wavelength fluctuations as being 
superposed on a long-wavelength background field configuration. Because the 
short-wavelength fluctuations are indifferent to the long-wavelength physics, they 
induce renormalizations that are independent of the background field; that is why 
decoupling usually works. From this perspective, the key feature of the instanton 
interactions is that they prevent small instantons from sitting on top of large 
instantons. Therefore, the effects of the small instantons are not independent of the 
configuration of large instantons. The dependence of G 1 on a L is thus dominated 
by the effect of a L on the small instantons, and it cannot be understood in terms of 
long-distance physics alone. That is why decoupling fails. 

One should also notice that this mechanism for suppressing large instantons relies 
crucially on the claim that the a 's  are determined by maximizing G 1. The point is 
simply that G-~ has the dimensions of mass to a positive power. Therefore, merely 
on dimensional grounds, small instantons are much more effective than large 
instantons at causing G-~ to increase. 

6. Renormalization in quantum gravity 

In spite of the intrinsic indeterminacy introduced by wormhole effects, it is 
reasonable to hope that the constants of Nature can, in principle, be computed. We 
must calculate the dependence on the a 's  of the various parameters that character- 
ize low-energy physics, and then find the value of a that is overwhelmingly favored 
by the probability distribution Q(a)  in eq. (3.3). 

To find the favored value of a, it is enough to know the a-dependence of two 
quantities, the (renormalized) cosmological constant A and the (renormalized) 
Newton's constant G. As we have emphasized, the a-dependence of these quantities 
arises from two sources (as does the a-dependence of all the renormalized parame- 
ters), and we can imagine calculating the a-dependence in two stages. In the first 
stage, we integrate out wormhole fluctuations, and thus obtain an effective theory 
with a-dependent bare couplings that is cut off at the wormhole scale M w. In the 
second stage, we integrate out quantum fluctuations with wavelengths greater than 
R w = M,~ 1, to obtain an effective theory that is appropriate for describing the 
far-infrared behavior of gravity. The first stage was the subject of sect. 5, and the 
second stage is the subject of this section. 

In sect. 5, we argued that it will be difficult to analyze the first stage with 
precision, because the dilute approximation does not apply. This conclusion already 
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discourages us about the prospects for calculating the a-dependence of A and G. 

But even if it is hopeless to calculate the a-dependence of the bare couplings 
induced at the first stage, one might still nurture the hope that the preferred values 
of at least some of the renormalized couplings can be calculated to reasonable 

accuracy. There are, presumably, many a 's ,  and so it may not be seriously wrong to 
assume that, as the a ' s  vary, the bare couplings at the wormhole scale can vary 

without restriction*. Then we can forget all about the origin of the a-dependence. 
Our task is simply to find " the  best of possible worlds" - that choice of the bare 

parameters  at scale M W for which Coleman's distribution has its sharp peak. 
Unfortunately,  this program in its most extreme form suggested above is doomed 

to fail. As we have seen, in the best of worlds G vanishes as well as A, and there is 
no gravitational interaction. We must accept that our universe is not the most 
perfect one, and abandon the hypothesis that wormhole effects allow the bare 
parameters  to vary arbitrarily. A milder version of this hypothesis might be 

reasonable, however; we can assume that while Go 1 is bounded above as a function 
of the c~'s, all other bare couplings can be varied without restriction. Surely, this is 
at best a caricature of the actual a-dependence of the bare couplings, but it may 

serve as a first approximation. 
This point of view suggests some questions that we will address below. For 

example, will an upper bound on Go 1 suffice to ensure that the renormalized G 1 is 
also bounded above, as we require for Coleman's mechanism to be consistent with 

observation, even if no restrictions are placed on other bare couplings? And also, do 
the coefficients in the renormalized gravitational effective action of terms that 
involve higher derivatives of the metric obey suitable bounds even as the bare 
couplings vary without restriction? Such bounds are also required for the consis- 
tency of Coleman's  mechanism. 

I will argue that Coleman's explanation for A -- 0 passes both of the consistency 
tests posed above. That is, only one condition on the a-dependence of the base 
couplings - the upper bound on Go 1 - suffices to justify Coleman's picture of the 
infrared behavior of gravity. These arguments are rather heuristic, but, I hope, 
cogent. 

What  can be said about the calculability, in practice, of the constants of Nature 
(other than the cosmological constant)? With respect to this issue, there is not much 
cause for encouragement. We hope to calculate the various renormalized parameters 
that describe low-energy physics. For this purpose, we must find the dependence of 
the renormalized G on these renormalized quantities. This dependence might have 
been calculable if the renormalization of G were dominated by long-wavelength 
effects that could be naturally expressed in terms of couplings renormalized at low 
energy. But unfortunately, the renormalization of G is actually dominated by 

* This means, of course, that the bare action varies "without  restriction" within a space of reasonable 
quasilocal theories. 
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short-wavelength quantum fluctuations. Therefore, the preferred values of the 
constants of Nature are actually sensitive to physics at the wormhole scale M,,, and 
cannot be computed based on low-energy physics alone. 

In a more optimistic light, by failing to make predictions beyond A = 0 we have 
avoided making any wrong predictions that would call Coleman's mechanism into 
question. Indeed, based on a different point of view than advocated here, Grinstein 
and Wise [15] and Klebanov, Susskind, and Banks [16] reached some unfortunate 
conclusions - for example, that the pion has vanishing mass. This embarrassment is 
evaded if, as I claim, the preferred values of the renormalized quantities are actually 
determined by short-distance physics. Of course, it remains to be seen whether " the  
best of possible worlds" in the revised sense proposed here will resemble the 
universe that we observe. 

Let us now consider in more detail the relation between the bare theory at the 

wormhole scale M w and the renormalized theory that describes physics at very low 
energy. It is convenient to imagine that the renormalized theory is obtained from the 
bare theory by means of a renormalization group transformation [23]. The bare 

theory is cut off at the mass scale M W and is quasilocal on the distance scale M w i. 
This bare theory might be quite complicated, involving many degrees of freedom 
and interactions. Now we allow the cutoff to float down from M w to M << Mw; we 
integrate out all quantum fluctuations with wave number  between M w and M, and 
we incorporate the effects of these fluctuations into renormalized parameters of an 
effective theory that has cutoff M and is quasilocal on the distance scale M 1. After 
M has descended below the mass of the lightest massive particle in the original 
theory, the only remaining degrees of freedom in the effective theory are massless 
fields, such as the graviton and photon. It is the parameters of this effective theory, 
in the limit M --* 0, that enter into Coleman's calculation of the distribution Q(c 0. 

The M ~ 0 limit of the effective theory is the "continuum limit" of the bare 

theory that we started with. It describes the physics of the theory on length scales 
that are arbitrarily large compared to the original short-distance cutoff. Further- 
more, the only surviving interaction in the M ~ 0 limit is gravity. 

Other massless particles (such as the photon) may remain coupled to the graviton, 
but the self-interactions of matter have been integrated out. (For example, there is 
no electrodynamic interaction because there are no massless charged particles.) 
Thus, the M ---, 0 limit is the continuum limit of a cutoff theory of gravity. In fact, as 
we allow M to float toward zero, the renormalized cosmological constant A must 
also approach zero, as we discussed in sect. 3. So we are considering the continuum 
limit of gravity with a vanishing cosmological constant. 

This is a useful insight, because Einstein gravity is nonrenormalizable in perturba- 
tion theory, and it would be a stunning surprise if it turned out to be possible to 
take a continuum limit of quantum gravity other than free field theory. In other 
words, if the strength of gravitational effects is held fixed at the mass scale M, we 
do not expect to be able to push the cutoff mass M o up arbitrarily high, while 
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maintaining a quasilocal theory of gravity at the scale M 0. If this were possible, then 
we could devise an ordinary field theory of gravity that makes sense at arbitrarily 
short distances, just as quantum chromodynamics (presumably) can describe the 
strong interaction at arbitrarily short distances. Then we would have a consistent 
field theory of quantum gravity; there would be no need for strings. 

The conjecture that quantum gravity has no nontrivial continuum limit can be 
stated from two different points of view. We may consider (as above) physics at 
scale M to be fixed, and then ask whether a bare theory can be constructed that 
reproduces the physics at scale M as the cutoff M 0 of the bare theory approaches 
infinity. Alternatively, we may consider the cutoff M 0 of the bare theory to be fixed, 
and then ask whether a gravitational interaction at scale M can remain nontrivial as 
M ~ 0, for any choice of the quasilocal bare theory with cutoff M o. 

The effective theory at scale M has an action S ,  that can be expanded in terms 
of (quasi-)local operators. Each operator has a coefficient that can be made 
dimensionless by multiplying by an appropriate power of M. Thus, S M can be 
specified by an infinite set of dimensionless couplings*, X%, a = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  The 
conjecture that gravity has no continuum limit, then, in the second form mentioned 
above, can be stated: For any choice of the quasilocal bare theory at the cutoff M0, 
all dimensionless renormalized couplings ? ~  approach zero as M--* 0"*. In fact, 
one expects that for small nonvanishing M, the k%'s obey a somewhat stronger 
inequality constraint, 

X% ~ X"m~, , M << Mo, (6.1) 

where the upper bound X~x, a dimensionless function of M U M ,  approaches zero 
for Mo/M---, oo. 

The inequality eq. (6.1) holds for any choice of the quasilocal bare theory at 
cutoff scale M o, even as the bare couplings range without bound; there is no 
renormalized theory at scale M that is descended from a quasilocal bare theory at 
scale M o and that has ;k~ greater than ~ ' ~ ( M o / M  ). One might have supposed 
that we can specify any renormalized theory we please at scale M and then obtain 
the corresponding bare theory at scale M 0 by running the renormalization group 
transformation in reverse. But this typically fails, because the renormalization group 
flow reaches a boundary of the space of quasilocal theories before the floating 
cutoff  M o is attained. 

The claim that the renormalized couplings are bounded even though the bare 
couplings are not, may sound surprising at first, but this behavior is just the 

* Strictly speaking, these are the "essential" couplings that are not changed by local redefinitions of 
the fields [23, 26]. 

**  Recall that we are considering the infrared behavior of gravity with vanishing rcnormalized 
cosmological constant.  
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(nonperturbative) "Landau  ghost" phenomenon. The Landau ghost is familiar in, 
for example, QED and 0 4 theory in four dimensions, two field theories that, though 
perturbatively renormalizable, are not expected to have nontrivial continuum limits 
[23,27]. It is characteristic of this phenomenon that a renormalized coupling )tM, 
when evolved by means of the renormalization group to a larger renormalization 
scale, attains an infinite value at a finite scale M '  > M. Equivalently, Landau ghost 
behavior means that renormalized couplings at scale M obey the inequality eq. (6.1), 

even as bare couplings at the cutoff M 0 vary without restriction. Physically, very 
strong charge screening effects keep the renormalized coupling finite even if the 
bare coupling is infinite. 

We conclude, then, that if no quantum field theory of gravity has a continuum 

limit, then all gravitational effects must become weak in the M -~ 0 limit, irrespec- 

tive of the bare theory defined at scale M 0 >> M; all dimensionless couplings )t% 
approach zero. Because all dimensionless couplings are small, the renormalization 
group flow can be reliably computed for M << M 0 in perturbation theory. This 
perturbative analysis allows us to justify neglecting terms in the effective action that 
involve higher derivatives of the metric in the derivation in sect. 3. (The perturbative 
flow equations will be discussed further below.) Thus, Coleman's explanation for 
A = 0 has passed a nontrivial consistency test; we need not worry about higher- 
derivative interactions upsetting his mechanism, regardless of the a-dependence of 

the bare higher-derivative couplings. 
Like the other dimensionless couplings, GM M2 obeys the inequality eq. (6.1). 

Perturbative power-counting as described below then shows that GM stops running 
as M - ,  0; it approaches the limit G, the renormalized Newton's constant. Therefore 

G obeys an inequality 

G < C m o  2 , (6.2) 

where C is a constant, presumably of order one, independent of the bare theory at 
the cutoff M 0. Correspondingly, the coefficient G 1 of R in the renormalized 
effective action eq. (3.5) is bounded from below. In particular, then, G 1 is positive, 
as we assumed in sect. 3. 

But there is no lower bound on G that we can infer from a renormalization group 
argument  alone. Indeed, all gravitational interactions are proportional to a positive 
power of G, and gravity becomes a free theory for G = 0. Evidently, then, there is no 
renormalization for G = 0, and G = 0 is a fixed point of the renormalization group. 
If the bare Newton 's  constant G O vanishes, then so does the renormalized coupling 
G. We arrive again at the conclusion annunciated earlier; Coleman's mechanism 
favors the lowest possible value of G, and hence is incompatible with observation 
unless the bare parameter  G O is bounded away from zero. 

May we also say that a lower bound on the bare Newton's constant G O >/G0,mi n > 0 
suffices to ensure that the renormalized G does not vanish? The issue is whether 
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GM 1 can be infinitely renormalized as M floats from M o down to zero, or, in other 
words, whether the metric can undergo an infinite field renormalization. Since the 
renormalization for M << M 0 can be studied perturbatively, and we know that G M 

stops running, the only question is whether infinite higher-derivative bare couplings 
can induce an infinite field renormalization at M -  M 0. This question is highly 

nonperturbat ive and is hard to answer definitively, but I believe that the same 
screening effects that underlie the inequalities eq. (6.1) will also prevent infinite field 

renormalization, even if some bare couplings are infinite. The point is that infinite 

bare couplings run infinitely quickly as the cutoff floats, and so always induce finite 
effects. Therefore, if the bare Newton's constant is G o << M o2, then the renormal- 
ized coupling is G -  G 0, regardless of the values of the other bare couplings. (For 
Go > 34o 2, the renormalized coupling is G - M 0 2, in accord with the bound eq. 

(6.2).) 
If  the bare coupling G o has a minimum as a function of a, one expects on 

dimensional grounds that the minimum occurs for G o -34o-2; then the minimal 
renormalized coupling is also G - M 0 2. This minimal renormalized coupling should 

coincide with the observed Newton's constant. It is therefore reasonable to identify 
the wormhole scale M w = M o with the Planck scale M v - 1019 GeV. 

While the above discussion suggests that the other bare couplings do not renor- 

malize G o by an enormous factor, each coupling does give a contribution, however 
small, to the renormalization of G o, because all degrees of freedom in the bare 
theory couple to gravity. In other words, the renormalized coupling G is a function 
of all the bare parameters. Therefore, the requirement that G attain its minimum 

value is expected to completely determine the bare theory, and hence to completely 
determine all low-energy physics. Quantum indeterminacy of the constants of 
Nature  is thus, in principle, avoided. 

Of course, this analysis is premised on the assumption that quantum gravity has 
no nontrivial continuum limit. It is at least a possibility that the renormalization 
group equations of quantum gravity have a nontrivial fixed point. Then a nontrivial 

cont inuum theory could be formulated*. Various dimensionless couplings would be 
nonvanishing at the fixed pont, and higher-derivative interactions would have 
important  effects in the continuum theory. There would then be a serious danger 
that these interactions would destabilize the peak at A = 0 that Coleman found in 
the distribution Q(a) .  But if, as one expects, there is no nontrivial continuum limit 

of quantum gravity, then our arguments buttress Coleman's prediction that A = 0. 
To further support these claims, we should now discuss somewhat more explicitly 

the renormalization group equations of quantum gravity [26]. These equations 
describe how the effective action S M flows as the floating cutoff M is lowered. The 

* The possible existence of a nontrivial fixed point has been discussed (from quite different points of 
view) by Weinberg [26] and by Antoniadis and Tomboulis [28]. The conclusions of ref. [28] have 
been criticized by Johnston [29]. 
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great utility of these equations derives from the observation that, in the infrared 
limit M ---, O, S M exhibits "universal" behavior that depends only rather weakly on 

the original bare action SMo. 

If the bare theory SMo depends upon an infinite number of adjustable bare 
parameters, one might worry that the theory has no predictive power. But as Wilson 
emphasized [23], physics at the energy scale M << M 0 can be predicted, because, up 
to corrections suppressed by powers of M / M  o, S M can be expressed in terms of a 
small number of renormalized parameters. Indeed, even the power corrections can 
be systematically taken into account; to any finite order in M / M o ,  S M can be 
expressed in terms of a finite number of renormalized quantities. 

In discussing Coleman's mechanism, we consider the value of the renormalized 
euclidean action at its stationary point. In this context, the expansion of S M in 
powers of M becomes an expansion of the stationary value of the action in powers 
of R 1, where R is the "radius" of the classical solution. For example, the action 
SM[g ] of eq. (3.5), when evaluated for a four-sphere of radius R, becomes 

S ( R ) -  16~rG(2ARa-12R2  + A4 + A6R  2 + . . . ) ,  (6.3) 

where ~'2 = 8 q r 2 / 3  is the volume of a unit four-sphere. Here A4,  A 6 . . . .  arise from 
terms in the action involving 4, 6 . . . .  derivatives of the metric. Because of renormal- 
ization effects, the parameters A, G, A 4, A 6 . . . . .  are all implicitly dependent on the 

radius R. 
Naively, eq. (6.3) shows "universal" behavior in that S ( R )  can be expressed to 

o r d e r  R -2m in terms of m + 3 renormalized parameters. This statement is naive 
because we have ignored the dependence of the renormalized parameters on 
R -  M 1. For  example, we may wish to claim that S ( R )  up to order R ° can be 
expressed in terms of only the renormalized A and G. We must argue, then, that as 
the bare parameters of SM, ' vary on the surface where A M and G M have specified 
v a l u e s ,  A4. M varies by an amount of order one (independent of M). We can analyze 
this problem in perturbation theory using elementary arguments based on dimen- 
sional analysis and power-counting of Feynman diagrams. 

(There is a technical point that we should comment on here*. All terms in S M 
that involve four derivatives of the metric are actually "inessential" [26, 14]; these 
terms are either topological and can be ignored in perturbation theory or can be 
eliminated from the action by a local redefinition of the metric g v  Ordinarily, it is 
advisable to eliminate inessential couplings when renormalization group equations 
are derived, but we will find it convenient to consider the renormalization of A 4. In 
part, this is because we are ultimately interested in minimizing S(R)  with respect to 
R and the a-parameters, subject to an infrared cutoff. The redefinition of the metric 

* This point was discussed by Grinstein and Wise [15]. 
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that eliminates A 4 preserves the value of the action at its minimum, but modifies 
the (invariant) radius of the four-sphere solution. Furthermore, this redefinition 
depends on c~; if we change the bare parameters, a change in A 4 is typically 
induced, and we must redefine the fields again to eliminate it. Thus, if we were to 
eliminate A 4 and then minimize the action with respect to a, we would be 
minimizing subject to an a-dependent infrared cutoff. It seems less confusing to 
keep the infrared cutoff fixed and a-independent; we then lose the freedom to 

eliminate A4. ) 

Roughly speaking, S~t can be obtained from SMo in perturbation theory by 
evaluating Feynman diagrams that are cut off in the ultraviolet at M 0 and in the 
infrared at M. These diagrams can be divided, according to their sensitivity to the 
ultraviolet cutoff, into three c lasses-  power-divergent, log-divergent, and conver- 
gent. 

Power-divergent diagrams are of order M0 D where D > 0 is the superficial degree 
of divergence of the diagram. These diagrams are "nonuniversal" contributions that 
are dominated by quantum fluctuations with wave number of order M 0 and that are 
sensitive to the detailed form of the bare action SMo. Because of the power 
divergences, the renormalization group flow is very complex for M -  Mo; many 
higher dimension operators in S M contribute to the renormalization of lower 
dimension operators. But, in perturbation theory, the power-divergent diagrams give 
a decreasingly important contribution to the flow as M decreases. 

Of much greater interest are the log-divergent diagrams that are proportional to a 
power of l n ( M0/M ). These diagrams receive a significant contribution from quan- 
tum fluctuations over a broad range of length scales. Unlike power divergences, the 
log divergences are universal; the coefficients of leading and nonleading powers of 
l n ( M o / M  ) are calculable in terms of low-energy physics alone and are insensitive to 
the details of physics at the cutoff. 

Finally, there are convergent diagrams. These too are calculable in terms of 
low-energy physics alone. Their sensitivity to the cutoff is of order M~, where D < 0 
is the superficial degree of divergence of the diagram. If we are interested in the 
flow of the renormalized effective action S M for M << M o, we need consider only 
the log-divergent and convergent diagrams, for the renormalization effects induced 
by the power-divergent diagrams are not sensitive to M. 

Now consider the implications of this classification for the renormalization of 
quantum gravity. First we consider pure gravity, uncoupled to matter, which we 
have argued is adequate for studying the asymptotic M -+ 0 behavior of the effective 
action S M. Then we will discuss how our conclusions are modified when gravity is 
coupled to matter with renormalizable or superrenormalizable interactions. 

We have argued that the flow of SM for M small is determined by log-divergent 
and convergent diagrams. But in a theory like pure gravity with A = 0, in which all 
couplings are of nonrenormalizable type, all renormalizations induced by such 
diagrams are renormalizations of higher dimensional couplings by lower dimen- 
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Fig. 15. A one-loop diagram that contributes to the renormalization of the gravitational effective action. 
All lines represent gravitons. 

sional couplings. This conclusion follows directly from simple dimensional analysis. 
Consider, for example, the logarithmic renormalizations. If we scale G-1 out of the 
action as in eq. (6.3), then G is a loop-counting parameter; an L-loop diagram is of 
order G L-1. Since all other couplings have dimensions of mass to a negative power, 
it follows immediately on dimensional grounds (for A = 0) that there is no logarith- 
mic renormalization of G -1. Similarly, a logarithmic renormalization of A 4 o c c u r s  

only in one-loop order, and has the form 

(~A 4 

16~G 
- b 4 l n (  Mo/M ), ( 6 . 4 )  

where b 4 is a numerical constant. (This renormalization is generated by the diagram 
in fig. 15, from which the value of b 4 can be extracted.) Each coupling A2, , receives 
a logarithmic renormalization only up to (n - 1)-loop order in perturbation theory 
[26]. For example, A 6 receives two-loop renormalization of order G 2 and a one-loop 
renormalization of order GAa. 

We see, therefore, that the infrared-sensitive renormalization of each coupling in 
the effective action is determined by renormalized couplings of lower dimension. 
Once we have fixed the value of A, G, and A2m for m < n, the sensitivity of the 
renormalized A2n to the bare parameters involves only the nonuniversal power- 
divergent renormalizations. In perturbation theory, GMo 2 and A2mMo 2" 2 are 
regarded as small, and the power-divergent renormalization of A2n is bounded by a 
power of M 0 determined by dimensional analysis 

( S A 2 n )  . . . .  ni . . . . .  1 ~  CM ° 2n+2.  (6.5) 

Our earlier discussion of nonperturbative effects then suggests that an inequality of 
this form holds even beyond the domain of validity of perturbation theory*. 

Specifically, the renormalization of the cosmological constant A is due to 
power-divergent diagrams only. These diagrams renormalize A/8~rG by an amount 
of order M 4, and A/8~rG approaches a finite limit as the floating cutoff M 
approaches zero. Similarly, in pure gravity with vanishing renormalized A, G 1 is 
renormalized by power-divergent diagrams only, and it too approaches a finite limit 

* A related suggestion was made by Weinberg [14]. 
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for M ~ 0. We say that A and G stop running in the far infrared. On the other 
h a n d ,  A 4 does not stop running; it receives the logarithmic renormalization eq. 
(6.4). This logarithmic renormalization diverges in the infrared limit M --+ 0, but the 
coefficient of the logarithm is determined by the renormalized G. When A and G 
are held fixed, then, S(R) in eq. (6.3) varies as a function of the a 's  by an amount 
of order one; it is a bounded function of both a and R. Therefore, the a-depen- 
dence that arises from higher-derivative operators can be neglected in the R --+ 
limit, just as we assumed in sect. 3. 

The power-counting described above applies to pure gravity, and hence to the 
renormalization group flow of the gravitational effective action S M in the far 
infrared, after all matter has been integrated out. It is also of interest to consider the 
flow of S M at intermediate length scales, where the coupling of gravity to matter 
cannot be neglected. Because the matter action can contain terms of renormalizable 
or superrenormalizable type, we must modify the earlier analysis, which applied to a 
theory in which all interactions are of nonrenormalizable type. 

Of particular interest is the dependence of the renormalization of G on the masses 
of matter particles, and this is the only effect of the matter that we will discuss here 
in any detail. Insofar as the mass-dependent renormalization of G is calculable, we 
might hope to reach nontrivial conclusions about the masses of elementary particles 
form the requirement that G a attains its largest possible value. 

Dimensionally, a calculable order-m 2 logarithmic renormalization of G 1 is 
possible in one-loop order, and indeed, one finds that this renormalization is 
generated by the diagram in fig. 16. Calculation of this diagram [30] shows that the 
logarithmic renormalization is 

1 ) 1 m21n(Mo2/mZ)+O(mZ)+O(Gm4 ) (6.6) 
6 ~ 192~r 2 

where m is the mass of either a free (Dirac) fermion or of a free minimally coupled 
(real) scalar. The order-m 2 correction in eq. (6.6) is a nonuniversal effect (which can 
be absorbed by shifting M 2 in the logarithm), and the order-Gm 4 correction is due 
to diagrams with two or more loops. Of course, if we include the contributions due 
to renormalizable interactions, the logarithmic renormalization of G 1 is modified. 
The interactions generate additional logarithms in each order of perturbation 
theory. These logarithms can be summed, and they have the effect of causing m2 to 

Fig. 16. A one-loop diagram that induces a logarithmic renormalization of G. The solid linc represents a 
massil~e matter particle; it may be either a scalar or a spin - ½ fermion. 
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become a scale-dependent running parameter. If the matter particle that induces 
this renormalization is a composite object (like the pion), then the cutoff M 0 in the 
logarithm is not the wormhole scale, but rather the mass scale (like 4~rf=) below 
which the particle behaves like an effectively elementary object. 

The physical mass m of the matter particle appears in the argument of the 
logarithm in eq. (6.6). This is because the matter loop continues to contribute to the 

renormalization of G 1 as the cutoff M floats down until M -  m, at which point 
we integrate the matter particle out of the effective action, and it ceases to 
contribute to loop diagrams. In spite of the logarithm, though, the renormalization 

eq. (6.6) actually vanishes in the limit m 2 ~  0. This observation corroborates our 
earlier conclusion that G 1 stops running in the infrared. Long-wavelength fluctua- 
tions of light matter  particles, like long-wavelength graviton fluctuations, contribute 
very little to the renormalization of G. 

The sign of the calculable logarithmic renormalization in eq. (6.6) is such as to 
decrease G 1. The criterion of maximizing G - l ,  then, favors lighter matter particles. 
We ought not to accept this conclusion too readily, however. Because the calculable 
infrared renormalization is small for small m z, one must worry about whether this 
effect is swamped by nonuniversal contributions. 

The form of eq. (6.6) should be contrasted with the logarithmic mass-dependent 

one-loop renormalization of A4; for a minimally coupled real scalar this is 

8A 4 29 

16~rG 30 
(6.7) 

As noted by Grinstein and Wise [15] and Klebanov, Susskind, and Banks [16], then, 
i f  the correct criterion to determine the c~'s were to minimize A 4 rather than to 
maximize G - l ,  then eq. (6.7) would favor that m 2 approach zero. But furthermore, 

because the mass-dependent renormalization of A 4 becomes infinite for m 2 ~ 0, we 
can be confident that the calculable dependence of A 4 on  the physical mass m 2 
dominates nonuniversal effects for rnZ ~ 0. We would conclude, therefore, that the 

pion mass m,, is exactly zero, if m~ = 0 can be achieved for any value of the c~'s. (It 
does not even matter  that, for the pion, M 0 in eq. (6.7) is of order 4~rf~, rather than 
the wormhole scale.) 

This unpleasant conclusion can be avoided if, as we have proposed, the correct 
criterion to determine the a ' s  is actually that G -1 is at is maximum. Then bare 
parameters  at the wormhole scale must be adjusted so as to maximize the sum of the 
calculable infrared renormalization of G 1 in eq. (6.5) and of the uncalculable (but 
non-negligible) nonuniversal contributions to the renormalization of G 1. The 
nature of the nonuniversal contributions depends on whether the light particles have 
bare masses or acquire their masses from renormalizable interactions. 

Consider, for example, an elementary scalar with an adjustable bare mass. In this 
case we can argue that if the bare mass m 0 is chosen to maximize G 1, then the 
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renormalized scalar mass must either vanish or be of the order of the cutoff M o. If 
G -1 is stationary as a function of m 2, we must have 

0 
0 =  -~m~(167rG) 1 

0 1 ( o 2 )  
am 2 (16~rGo) -1 192~r2 ln(M(2/m 2) -~m~)m + . . .  , (6.8) 

where G o includes all nonuniversal mass-dependent contributions to the renormal- 
ization of G. But because we expect that 

0 
- - m  2 ~ 1 ,  
Om~ 

3 1 
3m2o (16~rGo)-i Z 192~r2 , (6.9) 

eq. (6.8) can be satisfied only for 

In( Mo2/m 2) - 1. (6.10) 

Thus, while 167rGo 1 might be a complicated function of m~ that is maximized at a 
nontrivial value of mo 2, this maximum will be destabilized by the calculable 
infrared-sensitive renormalization of G, if m 2 << Mo 2. 

The situation is quite different, however, in the more realistic case of a particle 
that has no bare mass and acquires its physical mass from a renormalizable 
interaction, like a Yukawa coupling. In this case, we require G 1 to be stationary as 
a function of the bare Yukawa coupling Xo, or 

0 = ~ o  (16rrGo) 1 ln(M(Z/m 2) + 192Tr2 ~ o  m . . . .  (6.11) 

But now we expect 

0 1 
02% (16~'G°) -1 < (16~v2)~Mo2 (6.12) 

due to diagrams like fig. 17, and 

0 
Oq ~-~O m 2  ~ O 2 , (6.13) 
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Fig. i7. A two-loop diagram that contributes to the renormalization G. The solid line represents a spin 
~ fermion, and the dotted line represents a scalar. 

where v is an expectation value that is determined by other, independent bare 
parameters*. The maximum of Go I will not be destabilized by the infrared 
renormalization of G, then, provided only that v 2 << Mo 2. 

We see, then, that if one accepts Coleman's explanation for the vanishing of the 

cosmological constant, then one must also find unacceptable any elementary particle 

that is light compared to the wormhole scale and that has a bare mass that can be 

adjusted at the wormhole scale, unless the physical mass of the particle vanishes 

identically**. This argument has nothing to do with the quadratically divergent 
renormalization of the mass of an elementary scalar. In fact, the same conclusion 

applies to a light elementary fermion with an adjustable bare mass, even though the 

fermion mass is protected from any power-divergent renormalization by approxi- 

mate chiral symmetry. 

If Coleman's mechanism is to apply to Nature, we must require therefore that all 

mass scales of low-energy physics are determined dynamically, rather than by 

adjusting bare mass parameters in the action Sgo at the wormhole scale. This 

conclusion is actually unsurprising. If the bare parameters are to be determined by 

the infrared-insensitive renormalization of G, it would evidently require a miracle 

for the bare Higgs mass, for example, to be fine-tuned just so as to ensure that the 

weak-interaction mass scale is far below the Planck scale. But if all low-energy mass 

scales are determined dynamically, then it seems at least conceivable that the 
low-energy physics that we observe can be accounted for (to excellent accuracy) by 

maximizing the infrared-insensitive nonuniversal renormalization of G-~. 
The curious and rather surprising thing that we have found is that a light 

elementary particle with an adjustable bare mass is compatible with Coleman's 

mechanism if its physical mass is exactly zero. This observation, unfortunately, does 
not help us to understand why the weak-interaction scale is so small compared to 

the Planck scale, but it might have other interesting implications for low-energy 

physics. 
In the end, we have been unable to extract from wormhole physics any quantita- 

tive conclusion other than A = 0. Indeed, it seems unlikely that any other precise 

* The logarithmic renormalization of ?, has been ignored here. 
* * I am assuming that the a-dependence of the bare mass is such that the physical mass vanishes for 

some value of a. Note also that, in order to simplify the discussion, I have assumed that elementary" 
scalars are minimally coupled. 
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predictions can be made without a detailed understanding of Planck-scale physics. 
This is disappointing. On the other hand, we have probed carefully for fatal flaws in 
Coleman's beautiful explanation for the vanishing of the cosmological constant, and 
have found none. This is encouraging. 

This research began in collaboration with Andy Cohen and Mark Wise; I am very 
grateful to both of them for many enlightening discussions. I have also benefited 
from conversations about wormholes with Jim Cline, Sidney Coleman, Gerry 
Gilbert, Stephen Hawking, Igor Klebanov, and Frank Wilczek. 

Notes Added 

There is an interesting exception to the general feature that the dependence of the 
renormalized Newton's constant G on other renormalized parameters cannot be 
computed. The dependence of G on the vacuum angle 0 of quantum chromodynam- 
ics is determined by low-energy physics [31]. This exception arises because the 
0-dependence of G is entirely due to nonperturbative strong-interaction effects that 
are extremely weak at very short distances. 

More careful consideration indicates that the excluded volume interaction be- 
tween large and small instantons, discussed in sect. 5, does not by itself suffice to 
suppress the effects of large wormholes. Rather, these interactions induce a very 
strong renormalization of the relation between the a-parameters of the large 
wormholes and the density of large instantons. I am indebted to Joe Polchinski for 
an enlightening discussion of this point. (See ref. [32].) If the large wormhole 
problem is to be evaded within the framework described in this paper, it will 
presumably be necessary to invoke a more subtle interaction between large and 
small instantons. Other recent discussions of the large wormhole problem may be 
found in ref. [33]. 
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